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Implementation of Sage MMS
Since moving into our new HQ a major project has been in the pipeline, due to be completed during May 2007. We are upgrading our entire
IT infrastructure to the very latest specifications in order to implement next generation Sage MMS. The new system will give us a competitive
business edge and be a key factor for efficiency, effective resource management, cost reduction and a high-class service delivery.
Resulting in much improved customer benefits through a fully intergrated Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution.

Fundraising
Success by
Cater-Kwik

The Riding for Disabled Association (Furness
Group in Cumbria) is £9,000 better off thanks
to the fundraising efforts of one of R H Hall’s
customers.
Ulveston based Cater-Kwik, run by husband
and wife team Matthew and Faye Mayvers do
a lot of charity work. The company donated a
£1,000 Sharp 32” TV which was provided by
R H Hall. The TV was raffled and the money
raised has now allowed all the ponies to be
equipped with safety tack and to send riders
on riding holidays which has been beyond
their means until now. Well done Cater-Kwik.
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New Midlands
& W ales Ar ea
Manager
Colin Webb has just joined
R H Hall as our ASM for
Midlands & Wales. Colin
brings 16 years of industry
experience working with
both manufacturers and
dealers. He also has first hand experience of
the restaurant trade, working for 5 years up
to Restaurant Manager in both hotels and on
board the QE2. Colin is looking forward to
strengthening the R H Hall brand and
growing the business within Wales and
Central England.
M: 07855 818379 E: colin.webb@rhhall.com

Red Nose Day
Success
What a roaring success the R H Hall Red
Nose Day contribution turned out to be.
During Friday the 16th March we pledged £1
for every product ordered during the day as
well as our staff organising several internal
fundraising activities. All in all between us
here at R H Hall we managed to raise a
grand sum of £1000!!
Well done to everyone at R H Hall and thanks
to all our customers on the day too!!

Tony
W eil
Retiring
We are sad to be saying goodbye to
Business Development Manager Tony
Weil at the end of April. Tony is retiring
having been with us for nearly four years.
We would like to say a big thank you to
Tony for all his hard work and dedication
and wish him a long and happy retirement.

New Credit
Controller
We would like to welcome
Karen Dowling as our
additional Credit Controller
working alongside Kelly
Quilliam. Karen has just
moved from Manchester
for the role and is looking forward to
working at R H Hall and her new life in the
South of England.
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Welcome to our first edition
newsletter for 2007

The first few months of this year have certainly been exciting at R H Hall. Things are moving on really well with our new state of the art
development kitchen - we’ve had meetings with members of the Food Development Association and other professional parties and our
layout plans are now finalised - work has begun on fitting out the 2000sq ft of space – see page 5 to find out more.
We’ve had a busy time too and the signing of a new exclusive distributorship with Australian manufacturer Simply Stainless provides us with
access to the best stainless steel fabrication tabling products we’ve ever seen – a great addition to our range.
Fantastic quality at competitive prices - great news for all!
This Spring also marks the 25th Anniversary of Maestrowave in the UK. This best selling brand just goes from strength to strength and
25 years on, the designs and specifications just keep on growing – the range now includes over 70 products.
The latest launch – Ceramic Wall Heaters (see page 7) come as a welcome addition in light of the extension to the smoking ban in all public
places to cover Wales (2nd April) and England (1st July).
I hope you enjoy reading about our latest developments and news of recent product launches from our key supplier partners.
Make sure you enter the competition for a chance to win a range of Maestrowave products.
We look forward to receiving your custom and continuing to bring you many new and exciting initiatives during 2007 and beyond.
Best wishes

Ray Hall
Managing Director
R H Hall - Celebrating 29 years in business

www.rhhall.com – new look, new site – going live soon
The new R H Hall website is taking shape. This improved online facility will not only be a
great reference to potential customers, but will also be a big business bonus to all existing
R H Hall customers too. Enhanced product information, specifications and images will help
with choosing the right product. Whilst greater amounts of traffic to the site will be assured
through registration with the most comprehensive Worldwide directories and buying groups,
plus refined search engine optimisation.
Key to the site’s development is the new ‘buy on line’ facility, which is already functional for
our business and trade customers and will be available for any catering enquiry from
launch on June 1st. These enquiries will then be directed automatically via our key
stockist partners.
Visit www.rhhall.com soon and see the changes.

From a toaster....to the complete solution
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NEW Quantum
No To Cheap Imports ‘e’ W ater
Boiler
The brand new Quantum ‘e’ counter-top boiler
has a unique lockable push-button dispense
system which is key-controlled, so access to
the boiling water can be restricted and
controlled in environments where health and
safety are paramount. This model also
incorporates the Calomax energy saving
system – an economy function, which in light
of spiralling energy costs and environmental
impact, is a valuable feature.

Applaud UK Manufacturers
Following a trade visit to China at the end of 2006, we were able to see first
hand just what catering equipment products and standards of manufacture were
currently on offer. We were astonished to see in so many instances such poor
quality and standards of production. Many factories employed very old manufacturing
methods on equally old machinery. Having visited some of the biggest factories in China it
was apparent that they still have a long way to go before they can be considered up to the
great standards of our long-standing UK, European, US, Australasian and Japanese
manufacturers.
No doubt the biggest benefit to buying these products at present is on price alone, but what
good is low prices and evolving brand names that simply sound robust if the equipment is not
made to a good enough standard to be fit for their intended and proper catering use. What real
benefit will they provide to caterers? Foodservice is a harsh environment and caterers need
equipment up to the challenges. There are big benefits to buying UK, European, US,
Australasian and Japanese manufactured goods - quality, reliability, constancy, value for money
and aftercare/service levels to name just a few. Oh, and there is also RoHS and WEEE
compliance to consider too.

As with all Calomax
counter-top boilers,
this model has
a scale inhibitor fitted
as standard, a spill-tray
and comes with a
2-year warranty.

We applaud our Key Brand supply partners for being so consistent and dynamic and in many
cases, UK manufacturers. This country and all caterers alike should be proud of our UK
manufacturing roots. I hope you agree that it is time to start supporting these well-made
proven brands that are dedicated to providing a solid, reliable and consistent standard of
equipment for today and tomorrow’s growing UK foodservice equipment market.

Outdoor Solutions
– Ready for the Smoking Ban?
1st July sees the ban of smoking in all public places come into force for the whole of the UK. Now
is the time to get organised – outside catering will become a big opportunity and the need to provide a
comfortable place for smokers outside will be a reality, here’s some ideas.

Canopy solutions - Seating areas - Portable outdoor cooking stations
- Outside heating solution - Cigarette bins
Call us now for our Outdoor Solutions brochure or to discuss your requirements and make the smoking
ban implementation a positive business opportunity for all catering establishments!

NEW Maestrowave NEW Maestrowave Simply Stainless
Granite Top
Ceramic Outdoor Cigarette Bins
Flexible and hard wearing
These new bins offer an attractive
Heaters
tabling solutions - ideal
A safe, simple and affordable heating system solution to unsightly cigarette ends on the
provides the perfect solution for looking after
customers outside.
The new Maestrowave Ceramic Wall Heaters
provide instant heat with no need for bulky,
expensive gas cylinder heaters and no
uncomfortable red glare or fumes. Available
in 2, 3 or 4 element sizes, the heaters simply
need wall or ceiling mounting and a 13-amp
supply. Heaters are guaranteed for 10,000
hours of use, with low running costs, zero
maintenance and 2-year guarantee.
Simply fit and forget!
Contact our Sales office or your ASM for
more details.

floor, which also take time for staff to sweep
up. Finished in modern
stainless steel, the units are
wall mounted.

chefs aid for all outdoor food
preparation requirements

NEW Catalogue
Sharp
LCD TV’s & Price List
Let customers enjoy live sports coverage
outside with Sharp’s range of LCD TV’s
– for more details of this superb range contact
the Sales team 01296 663400.

NEW Blue Seal Evolution
Following a four-year product development period, Blue Seal, one of the UK’s top brands, has recently unveiled their new range of prime
cooking equipment. The Evolution Series features no less than 250 model variations providing an unprecedented level of flexibility and
equipment configuration options. The expanded range and its ‘mix-and-match’ capability mean
customers can get exactly what they want. Options include: four base unit types to go with a Cook Top,
Target Top or Griddle; a new Open Top Burner design which delivers a powerful 7kW; optional
refrigerated base units which allow chefs to chill and cook in one place, minimising traffic flow to
and from the fridge; a new trio of heavy-duty Griddles; plus Blue Seal’s first ever pasta cooker.
R H Hall, the UK’s largest accredited Blue Seal distributor, has seen the new Evolution Series
in the flesh and it is amazing – even heavier duty than before, with an unrivalled
configuration capability unchallenged in the market place. The Evolution Series really
is a big leap in product development and its available from R H Hall NOW!
Call for a brand new range brochure or e-mail blueseal@rhhall.com

New HQ too!
Caterlux, like R H Hall, has relocated to a new purpose built factory in Harlow.
The move further strengthens Caterlux’s offering of which R H Hall carries the full range
of hot cupboards, bain maries, gantries and over shelves all of which offer superb
value. For the full range see the R H Hall catalogue. We wish Caterlux a
happy and successful future in their new premises.

True Beer Cooler
True offer an outside catering bar solution –
the Direct Draw Beer Dispenser provides a
mobile servery for chilled draft beer. Available
in two finishes - stainless steel or heavy duty,
wear resistant laminated black vinyl, the
cabinet houses an insulated
beer column, which delivers
chilled beer up to a serving
pump. Cold air is directed
into the column to reduce
foaming and maximise draft
beer profits. It’s also
designed to accommodate a
variety of beer kegs.

Cinders Barbecue
Cooking Solutions
Super-durable barbecues – most popular
models are 3ft Cavalier, perfect for smaller
outlet catering and the 6ft Caterer, ideal for
higher levels of outside catering.

The ‘Caterers’ Encyclopaedia’ just gets
bigger and better. With 100 plus pages
it’s fast becoming the most requested
specifier guide available in the UK.
Along with our new Price List, these two
catering references are concise, easy to
follow and in full colour, making
product selection really simple.
Make sure you get your copies
by calling 01296 663400
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25 Years
of Maestr owave

1982 saw the launch of Maestrowave and now some 25 years on, this brand continues its
solid and successful progression and has become a highly regarded name within the foodservice
market. Integrating design, functionality and innovation, the range of products and designs goes from
strength to strength and sales figures reflect the quality and value of the brand today.
Each product in the range, of which there are over 70, ensures ease of operation and that cleaning and servicing are
met without compromise. The range includes professional microwave ovens, combination microwave ovens, portable
hot plates, panini and contact grills, rice cookers and warmers, pizza ovens, slicers and hygiene products.
The latest innovation, the Maestrowave Combi IV and V are the UK’s best selling back bar combination microwave ovens – the
leaders in their field and now more popular than ever – everyone wants a combi in their kitchen these days and the Maestrowave
combi’s work equally well in skilled or unskilled kitchens and are affordable to all foodservice sectors.
The entire Maestrowave range is available for immediate delivery from stock on a free next day service and comes with a
‘No Fuss’ comprehensive 12-month guarantee. Maestrowave products are exclusively distributed worldwide by R H Hall and our approved dealers.
For the full Maestrowave range visit www.maestrowave.co.uk. Product demonstrations and evaluation trials may be arranged.
Contact our Sales team on 01296 663400.

NEW Autonumis
ECOCHILL
With the debate over CO emissions being very much at the fore and
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spiralling energy costs affecting all businesses, the Autonumis
EcoChill range of energy saving back-bar coolers is a very welcome addition. Tests have
shown power savings in excess of 30% compared to similar bottle coolers, with typical
payback periods of less than 2 years at 6p/Kwh. From an environmental aspect the savings are
also highly significant. Under normal working conditions just one new EcoChill unit will save
475g (nearly half tonne) of CO2 from being released into the atmosphere – every year.
The range is available in single door and two sizes of double-door formats, finished in standard
black or with a stainless steel option. Fully ECA (Enhanced Capital Allowance) approved.

NEW Simply Stainless Flat Pack Exclusive
We are very pleased to announce the signing of a 5-year rolling
contract with leading Australian steel fabrication manufacturer, Simply Stainless. We now have
exclusive distribution of the company’s range of professional modular stainless steel tabling,
preparation, shelving and storage systems throughout the UK and Eire.
The range is extensive and includes sinks, workbenches, solid and pipe wall shelves, ingredient
bins, corner benches and salamander benches. Any configurations can be tailored for, including
bespoke requirements. The range represents real quality, precision engineering and innovative
design, yet it’s very competitively priced. All the products are extremely simple to install and are
available soon from R H Hall on a next day delivery basis.
Why not register your interest today and call 01296
663400 and ask for the new comprehensive brochure.

COMPETITION TIME
To celebrate Maestrowave’s 25 year milestone we have a range of Maestrowave products to give away to
the first 5 lucky readers pulled out the hat. To win, answer these three questions correctly:
a)
b)
c)

How long has the Maestrowave brand been established?
Who is the exclusive distributor of Maestrowave products?
What ‘hot’ new outdoor product has Maestrowave just launched?
Send your answer by e-mail or Fax to: competition@rhhall.com or by Fax on 01296 663401

Last Newsletter Competition Winners
Congratulations go to the following that each won a Luxury Christmas Hamper
Roger Crosby from Bob Crosbies Agencies
Noel Warke from John Dodds Limited
Diane Hamilton from Hamilton Catering Equipment Services

NEW Mechline
Basix W ash
Hand Stations

Firmashelf
5000 Goes
Metric

As regulations continue to demand good
hand-washing standards in commercial
kitchens, Mechline has extended their range
of stainless steel hand-wash basins and
accessories to meet all types of operational
and budget needs by introducing the new
Basix Range. Hand-wash stations are
complete with basin, choice of tap or
hands-free control, water hoses and
pre-mixer valves. Optional splash backs and
tap hole stoppers are also available. Call the
R H Hall Sales team on 01296 663400 for
more details.

The successful Firmashelf 5000 range of
shelving from Craven Catering is now being
manufactured in metric sizes. Craven
produce a whole range of shelving options,
which are ideal for general dry storage,
refrigeration and retail display. The Firmashelf
range is also being manufactured with conical
corner tubes, making it even easier to assemble.

Rowlett Rutland
Esprit Sandwich
Toaster
The ergonomically designed Esprit toaster is
efficient, reliable and makes a truly stylish
front of house addition, finished with a range
of coloured end panels. The Esprit Sandwich
Toaster with its small footprint is ideal for
cafés and smaller establishments where this
3 in 1 model comes into its own – great for
toast, muffins, burger buns and with its
integral plated sandwich holders, toasted
sandwiches too. A timer switch
ensures perfect results every time.
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Gram’s a Gr een Dr eam
Gram, the leading supplier of environmentally friendly refrigeration equipment, has topped the
energy efficiency charts as published in the recent Energy Technology List (ETL). This list is
managed by the Carbon Trust and provides valuable information to operators looking to
purchase commercial refrigeration. Operators that purchase from the ETL qualify for Enhanced
Capital Allowances with potential tax benefits. New changes in the ETL mean that the industry
can now not only see which products are energy efficient, but also see detailed results such as
how many kilowatt-hours of energy they use per year. Appliances from Gram proved to have
the best efficiency ratings across all the categories.

Development
Kitchen News
We’re pleased to report that our new state of the art development kitchen is progressing
well and completion is now planned for around June time. This new facility will not only benefit
the Food Development Association (FDA) as their Southern base, but also benefit our Approved
Dealers and National Account customers too. Apart from showcasing a broad range of the best
catering equipment on the market, a ‘theatre style’ demonstration kitchen will allow for interactive cook off
competitions, lectures and conferences. A ‘café style’ area will also be featured to display our food preparation and back
bar equipment to their full potential.

More news to follow on this exciting project!!

Juicy Offers Crown Cuisine partnering R H Hall
in the footsteps of our recent success in gaining the OGC tender, we are very pleased
from Metcalfe Following
to announce a new working partnership with Anglia Crown, a leading supplier of freshly
The Metcalfe Bevanda range of Juicers, Ice
Crushers and Blenders are an ideal
investment with Spring and Summer around
the corner. This heavy-duty commercial
range can meet the demands of even the
busiest foodservice environments. For
example, the very popular ES500 Centrifugal
Juice Extractor will produce healthy juice
from fruits and vegetables such as carrots,
apples, pineapple, root ginger, mango and
celery. A tasty, healthy and profitable addition
to your drinks offering!
The full Bevanda range is available from
R H Hall.

prepared food to hospitals, care homes, the social services markets and schools. Anglia Crown
has developed a range of plated a la carte meals under the Crown Cuisine name to
provide both choice and ideal nutritional balance for their consumers. The meals have been
specifically designed for microwave heating and as well as tailoring the bespoke equipment
system, R H Hall has provided expert microwave heating knowledge too. After extensive trials
the Sharp microwave was chosen to form the core of three new bespoke mobile equipment
systems which each cater for different size hospital wards. A new integral shelving system
within each microwave ensures each dish is cooked perfectly. A live hospital trial in January
2007 proved the system uses significantly less energy than conventional systems. The
responses from patients with respect to the quality and choice of food have also been excellent.
More trials are planned over the coming months and a number of clients are considering
converting to Crown Cuisine this year.

NEW - Hoshizaki PATENTED enhancement to the
Best Selling Sharp Microwave Range
Launch Extra
Following the successful 2006 launch of the CPS Cavity Protection System®™, which is
Models
exclusive to Sharp commercial microwave oven models only, we have experienced a growing
interest in this exclusive add-on accessory, which not only cost effectively enhances
Renowned for their Ice Makers being the very
best on the market and probably in the world,
Hoshizaki has now introduced additional
models of refrigerated counters to its range.
There are four models - two and three door
refrigerators and freezers plus additional
drawer versions for the refrigerators. For more
details, contact the R H Hall Sales team on
01296 663400.

Spuddy Buddy
Healthy school meals are still an issue. One solution, from Victorian Baking Ovens, is a
fun and innovative baked potato-catering centre specially designed to cater for school
children’s meals. The health benefits of baked potatoes are well known and
‘McSpud’ is a new friendly face promoting healthy eating - go Mr McSpud!
The whole unit is portable, simple to use and easy to set up – just plug in and
go, perfect for a wide range of school functions as well as mealtimes.
In an hour 60 x 250g potatoes can be cooked and the unit will hold 60
cooked potatoes in the warm display area as well as a choice of 5
hot or cold fillings in the built in gastronorm pots and lids.

reliability but also manages all health and hygiene issues too and can potentially save
hundreds of pounds on avoidable service related issues.
From April 1st we are pleased to offer this system as an optional complete packaged product
which provides great savings on buying the CPS separately.
The new enhanced Sharp commercial microwave oven range offering will be as follows:
Sharp R22ATCPS1A 1500-Watt Programmable CMWO with the full CPS system included
Sharp R23AMCPS1A 1900-Watt Electronic CMWO with the full CPS system included
Sharp R24ATCPS1A 1900-Watt Programmable CMWO with the full CPS system included
For more information on this great CPS product exclusive only with Sharp commercial
microwave ovens, please call our Sales office today or e-mail cps@rhhall.com for a brochure.

Healthy Eating Solution for Kids!!!
Great for outdoor events too!
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integral plated sandwich holders, toasted
sandwiches too. A timer switch
ensures perfect results every time.

E: info@rhhall.com
W: www.rhhall.com

E: info@rhhall.com
W: www.rhhall.com

NEW Quantum
No To Cheap Imports ‘e’ W ater
Boiler
The brand new Quantum ‘e’ counter-top boiler
has a unique lockable push-button dispense
system which is key-controlled, so access to
the boiling water can be restricted and
controlled in environments where health and
safety are paramount. This model also
incorporates the Calomax energy saving
system – an economy function, which in light
of spiralling energy costs and environmental
impact, is a valuable feature.

Applaud UK Manufacturers
Following a trade visit to China at the end of 2006, we were able to see first
hand just what catering equipment products and standards of manufacture were
currently on offer. We were astonished to see in so many instances such poor
quality and standards of production. Many factories employed very old manufacturing
methods on equally old machinery. Having visited some of the biggest factories in China it
was apparent that they still have a long way to go before they can be considered up to the
great standards of our long-standing UK, European, US, Australasian and Japanese
manufacturers.
No doubt the biggest benefit to buying these products at present is on price alone, but what
good is low prices and evolving brand names that simply sound robust if the equipment is not
made to a good enough standard to be fit for their intended and proper catering use. What real
benefit will they provide to caterers? Foodservice is a harsh environment and caterers need
equipment up to the challenges. There are big benefits to buying UK, European, US,
Australasian and Japanese manufactured goods - quality, reliability, constancy, value for money
and aftercare/service levels to name just a few. Oh, and there is also RoHS and WEEE
compliance to consider too.

As with all Calomax
counter-top boilers,
this model has
a scale inhibitor fitted
as standard, a spill-tray
and comes with a
2-year warranty.

We applaud our Key Brand supply partners for being so consistent and dynamic and in many
cases, UK manufacturers. This country and all caterers alike should be proud of our UK
manufacturing roots. I hope you agree that it is time to start supporting these well-made
proven brands that are dedicated to providing a solid, reliable and consistent standard of
equipment for today and tomorrow’s growing UK foodservice equipment market.

Outdoor Solutions
– Ready for the Smoking Ban?
1st July sees the ban of smoking in all public places come into force for the whole of the UK. Now
is the time to get organised – outside catering will become a big opportunity and the need to provide a
comfortable place for smokers outside will be a reality, here’s some ideas.

Canopy solutions - Seating areas - Portable outdoor cooking stations
- Outside heating solution - Cigarette bins
Call us now for our Outdoor Solutions brochure or to discuss your requirements and make the smoking
ban implementation a positive business opportunity for all catering establishments!

NEW Maestrowave NEW Maestrowave Simply Stainless
Granite Top
Ceramic Outdoor Cigarette Bins
Flexible and hard wearing
These new bins offer an attractive
Heaters
tabling solutions - ideal
A safe, simple and affordable heating system solution to unsightly cigarette ends on the
provides the perfect solution for looking after
customers outside.
The new Maestrowave Ceramic Wall Heaters
provide instant heat with no need for bulky,
expensive gas cylinder heaters and no
uncomfortable red glare or fumes. Available
in 2, 3 or 4 element sizes, the heaters simply
need wall or ceiling mounting and a 13-amp
supply. Heaters are guaranteed for 10,000
hours of use, with low running costs, zero
maintenance and 2-year guarantee.
Simply fit and forget!
Contact our Sales office or your ASM for
more details.

floor, which also take time for staff to sweep
up. Finished in modern
stainless steel, the units are
wall mounted.

chefs aid for all outdoor food
preparation requirements

NEW Catalogue
Sharp
LCD TV’s & Price List
Let customers enjoy live sports coverage
outside with Sharp’s range of LCD TV’s
– for more details of this superb range contact
the Sales team 01296 663400.

NEW Blue Seal Evolution
Following a four-year product development period, Blue Seal, one of the UK’s top brands, has recently unveiled their new range of prime
cooking equipment. The Evolution Series features no less than 250 model variations providing an unprecedented level of flexibility and
equipment configuration options. The expanded range and its ‘mix-and-match’ capability mean
customers can get exactly what they want. Options include: four base unit types to go with a Cook Top,
Target Top or Griddle; a new Open Top Burner design which delivers a powerful 7kW; optional
refrigerated base units which allow chefs to chill and cook in one place, minimising traffic flow to
and from the fridge; a new trio of heavy-duty Griddles; plus Blue Seal’s first ever pasta cooker.
R H Hall, the UK’s largest accredited Blue Seal distributor, has seen the new Evolution Series
in the flesh and it is amazing – even heavier duty than before, with an unrivalled
configuration capability unchallenged in the market place. The Evolution Series really
is a big leap in product development and its available from R H Hall NOW!
Call for a brand new range brochure or e-mail blueseal@rhhall.com

New HQ too!
Caterlux, like R H Hall, has relocated to a new purpose built factory in Harlow.
The move further strengthens Caterlux’s offering of which R H Hall carries the full range
of hot cupboards, bain maries, gantries and over shelves all of which offer superb
value. For the full range see the R H Hall catalogue. We wish Caterlux a
happy and successful future in their new premises.

True Beer Cooler
True offer an outside catering bar solution –
the Direct Draw Beer Dispenser provides a
mobile servery for chilled draft beer. Available
in two finishes - stainless steel or heavy duty,
wear resistant laminated black vinyl, the
cabinet houses an insulated
beer column, which delivers
chilled beer up to a serving
pump. Cold air is directed
into the column to reduce
foaming and maximise draft
beer profits. It’s also
designed to accommodate a
variety of beer kegs.

Cinders Barbecue
Cooking Solutions
Super-durable barbecues – most popular
models are 3ft Cavalier, perfect for smaller
outlet catering and the 6ft Caterer, ideal for
higher levels of outside catering.

The ‘Caterers’ Encyclopaedia’ just gets
bigger and better. With 100 plus pages
it’s fast becoming the most requested
specifier guide available in the UK.
Along with our new Price List, these two
catering references are concise, easy to
follow and in full colour, making
product selection really simple.
Make sure you get your copies
by calling 01296 663400

E: info@rhhall.com
W: www.rhhall.com
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Implementation of Sage MMS
Since moving into our new HQ a major project has been in the pipeline, due to be completed during May 2007. We are upgrading our entire
IT infrastructure to the very latest specifications in order to implement next generation Sage MMS. The new system will give us a competitive
business edge and be a key factor for efficiency, effective resource management, cost reduction and a high-class service delivery.
Resulting in much improved customer benefits through a fully intergrated Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution.

Fundraising
Success by
Cater-Kwik

The Riding for Disabled Association (Furness
Group in Cumbria) is £9,000 better off thanks
to the fundraising efforts of one of R H Hall’s
customers.
Ulveston based Cater-Kwik, run by husband
and wife team Matthew and Faye Mayvers do
a lot of charity work. The company donated a
£1,000 Sharp 32” TV which was provided by
R H Hall. The TV was raffled and the money
raised has now allowed all the ponies to be
equipped with safety tack and to send riders
on riding holidays which has been beyond
their means until now. Well done Cater-Kwik.

E: info@rhhall.com
W: www.rhhall.com

New Midlands
& W ales Ar ea
Manager
Colin Webb has just joined
R H Hall as our ASM for
Midlands & Wales. Colin
brings 16 years of industry
experience working with
both manufacturers and
dealers. He also has first hand experience of
the restaurant trade, working for 5 years up
to Restaurant Manager in both hotels and on
board the QE2. Colin is looking forward to
strengthening the R H Hall brand and
growing the business within Wales and
Central England.
M: 07855 818379 E: colin.webb@rhhall.com

Red Nose Day
Success
What a roaring success the R H Hall Red
Nose Day contribution turned out to be.
During Friday the 16th March we pledged £1
for every product ordered during the day as
well as our staff organising several internal
fundraising activities. All in all between us
here at R H Hall we managed to raise a
grand sum of £1000!!
Well done to everyone at R H Hall and thanks
to all our customers on the day too!!

Tony
W eil
Retiring
We are sad to be saying goodbye to
Business Development Manager Tony
Weil at the end of April. Tony is retiring
having been with us for nearly four years.
We would like to say a big thank you to
Tony for all his hard work and dedication
and wish him a long and happy retirement.

New Credit
Controller
We would like to welcome
Karen Dowling as our
additional Credit Controller
working alongside Kelly
Quilliam. Karen has just
moved from Manchester
for the role and is looking forward to
working at R H Hall and her new life in the
South of England.

Hallco House Beacon Court
Pitstone Green Business Park
Pitstone nr Tring Leighton Buzzard
Bedfordshire LU7 9GY
Main Telephone (13 lines)
01296 663400
Sales Fax: 01296 663401

Welcome to our first edition
newsletter for 2007

The first few months of this year have certainly been exciting at R H Hall. Things are moving on really well with our new state of the art
development kitchen - we’ve had meetings with members of the Food Development Association and other professional parties and our
layout plans are now finalised - work has begun on fitting out the 2000sq ft of space – see page 5 to find out more.
We’ve had a busy time too and the signing of a new exclusive distributorship with Australian manufacturer Simply Stainless provides us with
access to the best stainless steel fabrication tabling products we’ve ever seen – a great addition to our range.
Fantastic quality at competitive prices - great news for all!
This Spring also marks the 25th Anniversary of Maestrowave in the UK. This best selling brand just goes from strength to strength and
25 years on, the designs and specifications just keep on growing – the range now includes over 70 products.
The latest launch – Ceramic Wall Heaters (see page 7) come as a welcome addition in light of the extension to the smoking ban in all public
places to cover Wales (2nd April) and England (1st July).
I hope you enjoy reading about our latest developments and news of recent product launches from our key supplier partners.
Make sure you enter the competition for a chance to win a range of Maestrowave products.
We look forward to receiving your custom and continuing to bring you many new and exciting initiatives during 2007 and beyond.
Best wishes

Ray Hall
Managing Director
R H Hall - Celebrating 29 years in business

www.rhhall.com – new look, new site – going live soon
The new R H Hall website is taking shape. This improved online facility will not only be a
great reference to potential customers, but will also be a big business bonus to all existing
R H Hall customers too. Enhanced product information, specifications and images will help
with choosing the right product. Whilst greater amounts of traffic to the site will be assured
through registration with the most comprehensive Worldwide directories and buying groups,
plus refined search engine optimisation.
Key to the site’s development is the new ‘buy on line’ facility, which is already functional for
our business and trade customers and will be available for any catering enquiry from
launch on June 1st. These enquiries will then be directed automatically via our key
stockist partners.
Visit www.rhhall.com soon and see the changes.

From a toaster....to the complete solution

